
Workshop: Mosaik legen
Instructions No. 229
 Difficulty: Advanced

Laying mosaics is an ancient method for the impressive design of surfaces. With a little practice you can lay great pictures, ornaments and
even lettering on wood, metal, glass and many other surfaces. Whether glass mosaic stones, ceramic minis or spherical muggle stones, the
mosaic technique is always the same. Learn here how it works.

1. Mosaic
Spread a not too large area of the pre-drawn motif evenly with mounting adhesive.
Use the tile tongs to break off pieces that fit exactly and lay them with approx. 1 mm wide joints.

Tip: The stones can also be painted individually with assembly adhesive and then laid. Especially small
stones stick better this way.

2. Joint Filler flood in
stirJoint Filler into the appropriate amount of water (please follow the product instructions).

Tip: It must have the consistency of firm cake dough for processing. work Joint Filler into the mosaic
with a soft brush until all the joints are evenly filled.

2. Finish the mosaic
As soon as the Joint Filler has dried, carefully wipe the mosaic with a damp sponge. Let it dry for 24
hours, then wipe the mosaic again with a damp cloth and polish it with a soft cloth.

Article number Article name Qty
430869 Glass-Mosaic stones "Colourful mix" 1
430821 Soft glass-Mosaic stones, "Colourful mix", 500 g 1
550505-14 VBS Bristle brushes "NATURE"Size 14 1
810401 Mixing cup made of rubber 1
130370 Mosaic tongs 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1
118026-01 Transparent mosaic glue50 g 1
465755-01 VBS Mosaic-Joint FillerWhite 1
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